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WING-ON AND WING-OH’ LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS OF AN

AIRPLANE CONFIGURATION HAVING A THIN UNSWEPT TAPERED

WING OF ASPECT RATIO 3, AS OBTAINED FROM

ROCKET-PROPELLED MODEIS AT MACH

NUMBERS FROM 0.8 TO 1.4

By Clarence L. Gillis and A. James Vitale

stlmfARY

.
Flight tests at Mach numbers from 0.8 to 1.4 were conducted on

three rocket-propelled general research models of an airplane config-
* Uration. Two of the models had thin unswept tapered wings of aspect

ratio 3 and hexagonal airfoil sections. The two wings had different
structural stiffness characteristics. The third model had no wing.
Static and dynamic longitudina~ stability, control, trim, and drag
characteristics were obtained. The separate effects of the various
airplsne components on some of the characteristics were determined.
The data were obtatied by analyzing the response of the models to rapid
deflections of the horizontal tail.

The results obtained indicated some nonlinearity with lift coef-
ficient of the lift-curve slope and static stability characteristics
at high subsonic speeds. The variation of the lift-curve slopes with
Mach number was fairly gradual. The variation with Mach number of the
static stability was rather irregular, which was apparently caused by
the addition of the wing to the configuration. The addition of the
w~ also caused the damping-in-pitch factor to vary considerably with
Mach number in the transonic region. Buffeting of the models with
wings was observed at high subsonic speeds at lift coefficients a little
below the maximum. The drag-rise Mach number was about O.gO for this
configuration. The fuselage accounts for about one-half of the mini-
mum &rag of the configuration. The variation of drag with lift coef-
ficient indicated that the resultant aerodynamic forces on the wing

● and tail were approximately normal to the chord lines.
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INTRODUCTION
.

A general research program has been initiated by the NACA to
determine by means of rocket-propelled models in free flight, the tran-
sonic and supersonic longitudinal stability, control and drag charac-
teristics of airplane and missile configurations (references 1 ta 4).
‘I’heinformation is obtained by recording and analyzing the response of
the models to intermittent disturbances in pitch applied to the models
as they traverse the speed range. Presented herein are the results
from the flights of two models of an airplsne configuration having an
unswept tapered wtng of aspect ratio 3 and 4.5-percent-thick airfoil
sections and of one similar model without a wing. From fiese results
the total effects of the wing can be determined. The two models with
wings were identical except that one had a solid~teel wing, whereas
the other had a solid.aluminum wtig. The total effects on the config-
uration of a change in w- flexibility thus appear In the results.
Part of the data in a preliminary form and a detailed discussion of the
analysis methbd have been presented in reference 1.

For the models discussed in this paper, all-movable horizontal
tails were used for elevator control, and during the flights the hori-
zontal tails were deflected in alternate positive and negative direc-
tions in approximate square-wave programs. The basic-aerodynamic param-
eters defining the longitudinal stability, control effectiveness”,‘snd
drag characteristics were derived from the flight time histories for a
Mach number range from 0.8 to 1.4..

The models were flown at the Langley Pilotless Aircraft Research
Station, Wallops Island, Va.

SYMBOLS

CN normal-force coefficient
()
~w

t gzil?

Ccr chord-force coefficient
()

-al w
y~

CL lift coefficient (CN COS CL -Cc Si?2U)

cl) drag coefficient (Cc cos a + CN sin cL)

C%in minimum drag coefficient —

Cm pitching-moment coefficient
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normal acceleration as obtained from accelerometer,
feet per second per second

longitudtial acceleration as obtained from accelerometer,
feet per second per second, positive forward

acceleration of gravity, feet per second per second

free-stream static pressure, pounds per square foot

standard sea-level static’pressure (2116 pounds per
square foot)

velocity, feet per,second

dynamic pressure
()
g #’2

Mach number

specific heat ratio (1.40)

Reynolds number, based on wing mean aerodynamic chord

wing area (including the area enclosed within the fuselage),
square feet

horizontal tail area (including the area enclosed within the
vertical tail), square feet

lateral distance from side of fuselage, inches

wing semispan measured from side of fuselage, inches

wing mean

tip chord

torsional

aerodynamic chord, feet

of wing, inches

modulus of elasticity, pounds per square inch

wing torsional-stiffness parameter, inch-pounds per radian

couple applied near wing tip in plane parallel to model
center line and normal to chord plane, inch-pounds

local wing twist sm.gleproduced by
parallel to that of m, radisns

m measured in plane
(when used as a subscript)
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angle of pitch, degrees ..

moment of inertia about y-axis, slug-feet2

angle of attack, degrees .-

elevator deflection, degrees “.. ,, ,-—

downwash angle, degrees

dowriwashangle.at zero angle of attack, degrees

period of pitching oscillation, seconds

t time, seconds

T1/2 time to dsmp to

c% pitching-moment
elevator

Subscripts:

T.
trim

w wing

f fuselag;

The symbols a,
the derivative of the

dCL
example, CL = ~.

a

—.

one-half amplitude; seconds

coefficient at zero angle of attack and zero “
deflection

.
.—.

.
a, ~, and “q used aE!subscripts indicate
quantity with respect to the subscript, for

.—
,.
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MODELS AND APPARATUS

Models

A drawing of the complete airplane configuration tivestfgated is
shown in figure 1. The wingless model is shown in figure 2. For the
wtigless model, it was necessary to add a vertical tail to the bottom
of the fuselage to prevent large rolling mot~ons resulting from yaw “.
disturbances. Photographs of the models are shown in figure 3.

The model was designed as a general research vehicle for investi-
gating the effects on airplane atabiiity,control effectiveness, sad
drag characteristics of changes in the various airplane components.
The fuselage was not an optimum shape for low drag but was selected
from considerations of ease of fabrication and adaptability for
altering various components. The fuselage was composed of a cyltidrical
center portion with nose and tail sections defined by the ordinates in
table I. A fairly large vertical tail was provided to insure adequate
directional stability for widely different wing configurations. The
following letter symbols are used throughout this paper to designate
the three models:

Model
designation Description

A Steel wing

B Aluminum wing

c Wingle8s

The wings andhorizontal tails had 4.5-percent-thick hexagonal
airfoil sections as shown in figure 1. Model A had a solid-steel wing
(reference 1) and model B had a solid-aluminum wing. The horizontal
tails were solid aluminum on all three models.

The horizontal tail was mounted on a ball beartig built into the
vertical tail and was rotated about a hinge line located’at 42 percent-
of the tail mean aerodyzxmic chord (fig. 4). The horizontal.tail was
deflected in alternate positive and negative directions during the
flights by means of an electric motor and cam arrangement in models A
and B smd a hydraulic control system in model C. The control-position

. .

pickup was located on the lower end of the elevator push rod. The
measured elevator motion csn therefore be considered as the motion of
the root of the elevator. As can be seen h fi~e 4, a gap existed
between the vertical tail and the root of the horizontal tail. This

,
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gap extended over the.forward and aft 30 percent of tie
root chord. Its width was approximately 1/2 percent of

horizontal tail
the chord. a

An additional noninstrumented model shown in f@ure 5 was flown to
determine the drag of the extra vertical tail used on model C. Two
scaled-down vertical tails were mounted as wings on a fin-stabilized
body of revolution and flown at zero lift to determine the mtiimum drag.
The model drag was determined from the velocity-time curve obtained by
the Doppler radar. The drag of the vertical tails was obtained by sub-
tracting the drag of the body plus fins (reference 5) from the drag of
the complete model.

Instrumentation

Models A end B.contained six-channel telemeters trsmsmitting
measurements of normal and longitudinal acceleration, elevator deflec-
tion, angle of attack, total pressure, and a reference static pressure.
Model C had a seven-channel telemeter giving records of the same six
quantities plus an additional static pressure. Angle of attack was
measured by a vane-tyye instrument,located on the nose of the model
(figs. lto 3). This device is more fully described in reference 6.
The total-pressure tube was located on a small strut below the fuselage
(figs. lt03). On all three models the reference static pressure ~~
measured was the pressure Inside the cone of the angle-of-attack vane.
Model C also had a static-pressure orifice located on the top of the -
fuselage at 4.9 inches behind the beginning of the cylindrical section.
The total- and static-pressure locations had been calibrated previously
for zero angle of attack on instrumentation.testmodels.

Doppler radar and tracking radar units were used for obtaining
checks on model velocity, range, and elevation as functions of the.
Atmospheric conditions were determined from radiosondes released shortly
after each flight. Fixed and manually operated 16-millimeter motion-
picture cameras were used to photograph the launching and the first
pert of the flights.

—.-

-—
-—

.

-.

. ..

Launching Procedure —
. .-

The models were boosted to maximum velo~ity by a 6-inch-diameter
solid-fuel Deacon rocket. The models contained no swl%ining rockets.
The tapered after ends of the models fitted into adaptors on the booster
rockets (fig. 6). This type of attachment permitted freedom in roll and .__;
forward movement of the model with respect to the booster but restrained
the model in yaw and pitch. Separation of the models from the booster6” * _
was accomplished by reason of the different drag/weight ratios of the
model and booster following booster burnout. The models were launched “.._._~

*

,. . -
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at angles of approximately 47 from the horizontal, by mesns of a
*

crutch-t~e launcher as shown in figure 6.

.

Preflight Measurements

The measured mass characteristics of the models are given in
table II. The torsional stiffness characteristics of the wings were
determined by applying a couple at the tip and measur@g the twist at
several sections. The results are shown in figure 7. The factor

plotted,
/

GCt3 ~, is a nondimensional psrameter which makes the result

independent of size or material of construction. Measured points from
three other geometrically similar wings, one larger (unpublished) snd
two smaller (reference 7) than those described herein, are included
on the curve in figure 7. For use in comparing the aeroelastic prop-
erties of these wings with other results, the values of free-stream
static pressure divided by the standard sea-level pressure are shown
in figure 8 for each of the three modeh.

TEST AND ANAIXSIS PROCEDURES

Tests

The data on the characteristics of the models were obtained during
the decelerating part of the flights following separation of the model
and booster. The Doppler radar obtained velocity data for all three
models during the boost period but failed to track the models after
booster separation. The tracking radar obtained flight-path informa-
tion for all models during the boost period and for model C during
the entire flight. For models A and B the Mach numbers and dynamic
pressures during decelerating flight were therefore determined from
the telemetered total md static pressures.

The angles of attack measured by the vane on the nose of the model
were corrected to angles at the model center of gravity by the method
of reference 6.

The Reynolds numbers (based on the wing mean aerodynamic chord)
obtained durm-the flights are shown in figure 9 as a function of Mach
number.

The models discussed herein served as development models for
a evaluating smd improving the testing and analysis procedures, and as

such, incorporated various changes as the program proceeded. For
model.A, elevator deflections of approximately @o were used with a

.

‘~
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programming rate of one cycle per second in..sn approximate square-wave
pattern, This rate was too fast to permit the determination of damping s
or trim characteristics at the lower Mach numbers (reference 1). The
elevator on model B was deflected between “~o and -2° at a rate of about
one cycle in 1.7 seconds and the center of gravity was placed farther
forward to give smaller oscillation periods. -.

During the first elevator deflection (at M = 1.37) following
booster separation on model B the elevator moved about 1° and then
stopped, probably because the hinge moments were too great for the power
system. At a Mach number of,about 1.17 the elevator began moving again
smd operated normally thereafter. Between these Mach numbers no oscill-
ation data were obtained. At subsonic speeds the elevator did not remain

..

at a fixed deflection for either model A or B during some of’the oscil-
lations. The elevator was overbalanced at subsonic sjeeds and apparently

—

moved off the stop-due to accidental play in the system as the hbge
moment reversed during the oscillatiori.For model A the amount of
elevator motion was small (0.250 or less) and its effect on the model
motion was negligible. For model B the elevator motion was about 0.60
and caused an appreciable change in the character of the oscillation. ‘“”-
These’oscillations were not used in the determination of stability and
dsmping data. . .-.

Because of the difficulties encountered on models A and B a new
control system was designed for model C. This was a hydraulic system
having a much greater power output than the original electric motor and
cam system, md having a positive stop for the elevator. The deflection
of the elevator was more nearly a step function than for the other twO
models and the elevator remained at a fixed deflection during all of the
free oscillations. The elevator on model C was deflected between +30
and -1.2° at a rate of one cycle in 1.9 seconds.

Analysis

After each elevator deflection the models experienced short-period
trtisient oscillations of angle of attack m.d normal and longitudinal
accelerations. These oscillations and the subsequent steady-state values
were analyzed by the method described in appendix A o~ reference 1 to
find the lon@tudinal aerod~amic characteristics. The method is essen-
tially a.graphical procedure wit~ a minimum of computational work. Its
success depends to a large extent upon the accurate measurement of

angle-of-attack changes of the oscillating aircraft to permit a direct
determination of the lift-curve slope and the control effectiveness.
The method does not require the reduction of the data”% frequency-
response fern.before the determination o??the aerodynamic derivatives.
If desired, the frequency-response characteristics can of course be cal-
culated from the aerodynamic derivatives.

---~

v

. ...—

*
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All of the procedures so far proposed for determining aerodynamic
d derivatives from free-flight tests assume that the aerodynamic coeffi- ~

cients are linear functions of the variables. The results shown herein
snd other unpublished results of rocket model tests indicate that in the
trsnsonic region this will often not be true. ‘Thenonltiearities usually
appear as different slopes

c%
and C

%
measured when the model is

oscillating over different ranges of lift coefficient. When nonlineari-
ties appear, the slopes obtained should be considered as average values
over the range of lift coefficient covered. Reference 8 contains a
detailed study of the effects of nonlinear derivatives on aircraft
motions. Considerable judgment is sometimes necessary in interpreting
the results obtained when nonlinearities exist. For exsmple, reference 1
lists three ways by which CL5 can be found. If the aero~amic

quantities are nonlinear, none of the methods give a true answer.
However, experience with a number of rocket models shows that the method
of determining c~ which is most nearly correct depends on the config-

ation tested. For an airplane configuration with a fairly conventional
horizontal tail the distance to the center of pressure of the lift due
to control deflection can be est~ted fairly accurately and the most .
accurate value of C~ will probably be that obtained by dividing

C% by this distance expressed in terms of the mean aerodynamic chord.

For a missile configuration having all-movable wings near the center of.
gravity for control, this distance cannot be accurately estimated. For
such a configuration

c%
will be of the same order of magnitude as

C~ and thus equation (A-17) in reference 1 relating these quantities

‘0 %tr~ should give a more nearly correct result.

For determining the period snd dsmping of the oscillations, the
angle-of-attack time history is used rather than the ltit coefficient.
The equations show that the angle-of-attack oscillation is affected only
a small amount by the lift-curve slope, whereas the lift coefficient
oscillation is directly dependent on the lift-curve slope. Thus, if a
nonlinear

CL
exists, the period snd damping obtatied from the angle-

of-attack oscillation are ~re nearly a correct measme of the static
stability and dsmping characteristics (see reference 8). The errors
involved in certain simplifying assumptions made in the analysis are
examined in some detail-in &pp~ndixes–

The nmdels discussed herein were
thus free to roll under the action of
actual rate of roll during flight was
that the steady rate of roll required

A and B of reference 1.

not roll-stabilized and were
any structural Asymmetry. The
not measured. Reference 9 shows
to alter the longitudinal stabil-

● ity significantly is of the ssme order of msgnitude as the natural
frequency in pitch. For the lowest pitching frequency encountered on
these models this would necessitate a rate of roll of about 3 revolutions

.

m
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per second. The differential wing incidence required to produce this
. .

motion would be about 20 or greater. Stice the wings w&e machtied in “ ‘--’
one piece, the actual differential incidence should be less th~ O.1O.
The effects of roll on the data presented herein should therefore be
negligible.

ACCURACY -.

It is impossible to establish theabsolute accuracy of the measured”
quantities on any given model because the instrument calibrations c&
not be checked during or after the flight. The repeatability of data
obtained from identical models or from identical components on d$.fferent-
models fm%ishes the best check on the over-all accuracy. In general,
the possible instrument errors should be proportional to a certain
percentage of the total calibrated range of the instrunient. Most of”
the probable instrumentation errors occur as errors in absolute magnitude., - ._
Incremental values or slopeEJand the variatioriwith Mach number of the
various quantities should In general be more accurate than the absolute-
values. The follow- table gives estimated.values of the possible
systematic errors in the absolute values of

d
CL and CD, as affected

by the accelerometer calibration ranges:

Model I M

1
A 0.80
B
c ::
A 1.30
B 1.30
c 1.30a .

XL Ml)

W.040 +0.020
**Cll@*.005
*C014 **005
*,015 &.008

*.015 *•(lop
**005 *•00’2

The random errors may be judged by the scatter of the data points
~hown in the figures. Model A was the fir~t model”flown in this
research program and the longitudinal accelerometer was calibrated to
cover the thrust range as well as the drag range, to study the perform-
ance during the boosted phase of flight. The resulting accuracy for
measuring drag was not considered satisfactory (see table above) so the
longitudinal accelerometers were calibrated to cover only the drag rsmge
on models B and C. ,

Further errors in the aerodynamic coefficients arise because of
possible dynamic-pressure inaccuracies which are approximately twice as
great as the errors in Mach number. A consideration of all the factors
involved tidicates that the Mach numbers are probably accurate ta about *
~1 percent at peak.velocity when Doppler radar information is obtained.
The Mach numbers for all models are probably accurate to ~ percent or

.
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better at supersonic speeds. At subsonic speeds the Mach numbers are
probably accurate to = percent on models for which flight-patQ data
are obtained by radar (model C) and are less accurate for models on
which radar tracking is not obtained (models A and B). A very valuable
check on the accuracy of the supersonic Mach numbers has been found to
exist in the stati~pressure measurements. The static-pressure sources
that have been calibrated on rocket models show an abrupt pressure change
at or near a Mach number of 1.0. If the Mach number at which this
change occurs has been accurately determined on previous madels by means
of Doppler snd flight-path radar, then the Mach number at this point on
subsequent flights is known irrespective of errors in the pressure
measurements. By using the Doppler radar at peak velocity and this
pressure change at a lmown Mach number, the pressure measurements may be
corrected for any zero shifts that may have occurred.

The errors in the measured singlesof attack and elevator deflections
should not vsxy with Mach number because they are not dependent on
dynsmic pressure. Probably the greatest possible error in angle of
attack is caused by possible aerodynamic asymmetry of the angle-of-
attack vane which is not detectable prior to flight. The elevator
deflections should be accurate to about ti.l” and the increments h angle.
of attack to about i0.2°.

.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

As noted in table II, the mdels were flown with different center-
of-gravity locations, but the aerodynamic derivatives for model B
presented in the figures have all been converted to values for a
center-of-gravity location of 22?.4percent of the mean aerodynamic
chord for comparison with models A and C. Because of the nonlinearity
with lift coefficient of some of the aerodynamic derivatives at sub-
sonic speeds, the conversion of the data
gravity may lead ta some decrease h the

to a different center of
accuracy of the results.

Lift

Figure 10 shows typical plots of the lift curves obtained for the
three models. The data points ,shownare those reduced from the telem-
eter records at time intervals of 0.02 second. The data were recorded
continuously and any number of points ‘couldbe obtained for such a plot.
The data obtained were plotted as lift coefficient against angle of
attack during the first 14 or 2 cycles of each oscillation.

. c

The data for model C in
.the data for models A and B.9

figure 10 are plotted to the ssme scale a?
As pointed out in the section “ACCURACY,
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however, the lift coefficients for model C me considerqb4 more acc~ate
than for the other two models because of the more sensitive accelerometer. E

In the process of finding lift-curve slopes”the curves for model C were
plotted to a much larger scale commensurate with their accuracy. Two
curves are faired through each set of data illustrated for model C in
figure 10, one curve connecting points measured while the angle of attack
was increasing and one curve for points obtained while the angle of
attack was decreasing. The difference is h such a direction as to appear
as a phase lead of the lift coefficient ahead of the angle of attack,
which is in the opposite direction @ what might be e~ected from poten-
tial-flow unsteady-lift considerations (reference 10). The ssme effect,
of approximately the same magnitude} Cm be detected ~ some of the
curves for models A and B when plotted to the larger scale used in the
data ~a~sis. In some cases the scatter of.the data points for
models A and B, attributable to the less sensitive accelerometers, masks
the difference caused by the direction of mgle-of-attack change. On
models A and B the effect is much larger at subsonic speeds than at

,,.

supersonic speeds and Ls @rger at high lift coefficients thsm at low lift
coefficients. .-

Part of the difference in lift at a given angle of attack can be
accounted for by the lift derivatives

c%
and CL . The calculated

.

effect from estimated values of CL. and CL is ~hown for several
a q ●

curves in figure 10. The largest difference h lift at a given ~le
of attack occurs for model A at the points where the airfoil appe~s to
have stalled. The same effect on.stalled airfoils is observed in static
wind-tunnel testing. The lift data in reference 4 show the sane effect ..

of rate of angle-of-attack ch~ge on the lift) but the ‘effectis greater
in reference 4 than for the models described herein. The model ti

.=

reference 4 also had a wing with hexagonal airfoil sections, the rear
wedge of the airfoil being more blunt than those on the models hereti.
Reference 3,presenting data for a model with--acircular-arc airfoil,

—

showed only a very small effect of rate of”chmge of angle of attack.
The possibility exists that the effect under discussion is caused by
asymmetric air-flow separation even at low lift coefficients and is a
function of the t~e of airfoil section. .—

The lift-curve slopes obtained for the three models are shown in
figure 11. Some additional points from small-amplitude oscillations are
shown for model A which were not’ticl~ed in the prelimlna~ analysis -
of reference 1. Slopes measured from motions of small smplitude could ‘
be expected to be less accurate than those from Iarger-%nplitude ~“tionk. .-

No large or abrupt changes in lift-curve.slope with Mach number OCCUr ““ ““-
in the transonic region. This behavior is probably attributable to the ‘ a

low aspect ratio and the thin airfoil sections of the wing snd horizontal
tail. Thicker airfoil sections or higher aspect ratios have ~een shown .
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to cause larger
(reference 11).

variation in lift-curve slope

The data from all three models show some

13

at high subsonic speeds

nonlinearity of the lift
curves with angle of attack in the transonic region. The relative magni-
tude of the nonlinearity is greater for the wingless model, probably
because of the greater proportionate effect of the fuselage.

Differences occurred between the slopes measured for the two winged
models (fig. n(a)), model B having higher slopes up to M = 1.15 and
lower slopes at M = 1.4. A calculation of the effect of wing twist at a
Mach number of 0.8, ustig the stiffness curve in figure 7, showed a
possible difference in C% of 2 percent which is within the accuracy of

measuring the slopes. The increase in dynsmic pressure with Mach number
and a movement of the wing aerodynamic center from a position forward of
the elastic axis to one aft would account for the differences h lift-
curve slope shown.

Figure 12 shows the lift-curve slopes of the tail and of thp wing
plus interference near zero lift. The values for wing plus interference

. were obtained by subtracting the slopes for model C from those for
model A. The rocket model data for the wing lift-curve slope also
include a negative increment in slope caused by the wing downwash acting

. on the tail. The wing-alone slopes would therefore be somewhat higher
than those shown in figure 12. Also shown are values of lift-curve slope
of the wing alone from unpublished tests on the transonic bump in the
Southern California Cooperative Wind Tunnel of a similar wing and
theoretical results at supersonic speeds for a straight rectangular wing
having sm aspect ratio of 3.0 (reference 12). The wind-tunnel and
rocket model data show stiilar variations with Mach number. The agree-
ment between the rocket model results and the theoretical calculations is
relatively good. Since the lift added by the wing on the rocket model
is as great or greater than that for the wing alone as tested in the
wind tunnel, the indications sre that the wing area included in the
fuselage (about 27.5 percent) may be considered almost fully effective
in producing lift on this configuration. Since the wing end horizontal
tail are identical in plan form and airfoil section, the lift effective-
ness of the tail (fig. 13) should equal the lift-curve slope of the wing
alone when multiplied by the area ratio of the two surfaces. Such a

()
curve ML S is shown in figure 12. The smaller slopes shown for—.

A6 St
the tail are probably caused by the gaps at the root of the tail.

The values of ACL/A5 in figure 13 are in good agreement for the
* three models. Because the tail lift was a much greater proportion of

the total lift for modelC, the values of zY2L/A8 are more accurate for
this model than for the other two models. The tail lift-curve slopes.
should also be nonlinear with~i:taccient but the method of . .
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determining AC~A5 does not permit the determination of this effect
and the data are thus shown as incremental values rather than slopes.

If it is assumed that the de/da acting on the tail of the wing-
less model is negligible, then the difference betwe~n the lift-curve
slope C% for model C &d the ACL/Ab for model C will give the

lift-curve slope of the fuselage. The nonlinearity of the curves of
C% prevents this procedure from being used, but at the lowest and

highest Mach numbers attained the indications are that the fuselage
slope is of the order of 0.002 or 0.003, which approaches the accuracy
of measuring the slopes on this model.

Maximum Lift and Buffeting

The data on models A and B indicated that maximum lift coefficients
and some buffeting information were obtained over a range of high
subsonic speeds. A discussion of the maximum lift coefficients is given
in reference 1 and the buffeting information is discussed in some detail
in reference 13. Figure 14 is a summary of the inforinationobtained
showing the maximum lift coefficients and the region where buffeting
waa observed. A curve is
cients reached. At these
configuration has not yet
the cross-hatched area no

also shown defining the highest lift coeffi-
values the maximum lift coefficient of the
been reached. Below this curve and outside
evidence of buffeting appeared in the records.

Drag

Minimum drag coefficients for all three models are shown ~ .
figure 15. The data for model A, from reference 1, have been omitted
below a Mach number of 1.07 because they are inaccurate at subsonic
speeds as indicated by a comparison of the measured tiimum drag coeffi-
cients for model A with those for models B .sndC, which had considerably
more sensitive longitudinal accelerometers. At Mach numbers above 1.0
the accuracy is much better and the agreement between”models A and B
WaS good.

-.—

The drag divergence Mach number for this config~ation is apparently
about 0.90. A breakdown of the minimum drag coefficient into its
various components is shown in figure 16, all coefficients being based
oritotal wing area. The drag .ofthe vertical tail was determined from
the special model flown for this purpose. The drag for fuselage-plus-
tail surfaces was obtained by subtracting the drag of one vertical tail
from the drag of model C. This drag subtracted from that for models A
md B gives the drag of the wing?. Multiplying the minimum drag of the
wing by the ratio of exyosed horizontal tail area to exposed wing area

,:

.

b_

—

.

*

r
—

.

&
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gives the drag of the horizontal tail. The drsg of the fuselage was

15

.
found by subtracting the drag of two vertical tails and one horizontal
tail from the drag of modelC. The drag values obtained as described
of course include some unhewn interference effects. The fuselage drag -
is seen to be about one-half of the minimum drag of the airplane at all
Mach numbers. When this drag is compared with that of the parabolic
bodies tested in reference 14, it is evident that the fuselage drag
is fairly high when based on maximum cross-sectional area but is not
unreasonable when based on the fuselage volume.

The minimum drag coefficients of the wing md horizontal tail can
not be considered as very accurate when obtained in the msnner described.
For comparison, the wihg drag, obtained from the data of reference 7 snd
unpublished body drag data, is shown in figure 16. The wings on the
models in reference 7 were similar to those on models A and B, but they
had deflected ailerons and were rolltig continuously. The wing minimum
drag coefficient, obtain~d as described herein, appear~ to be of the
right order of magnitude and is only a small part of the minimum drag of
the configuration.

The variation of drag with lift is shown h figure 17 in the form.
of dCD\dCL2. Although the minimum drag for model A was inaccurate at

subsonic speeds, it appears that the factor dCD/dCL2 is of the right
●

order of magnitude when compared with model B although the scatter of
the data points is greater than for model B. This is in accord with
the statements in the section on “ACCURACY” that most of the errors in
telemetered quantities occur as drifts in the zero value rather than

changes in slope. Comparison of the values of dCD~L2 “shown for

/
1 57.3C& for both models indicatesmodels A snd B with the factor -

that the resultant force ‘isapproxhatel.y normal to the wing chord.
..-

Comparison of the values of dCD/dCL2 for model A at M = 1.35 with
those for model B indicates that the values for model A are somewhat
larger. The reason for this @ifference’is not definitely known but the
values for model A were obtained from oscillations of larger amplitude
and the possibility of some nonltiearity of dCD/dcL2 with lift
coefficient exists.

Values of maximmulift-drag ratio and of CL at which-maximum

lift-drag ratio occurs are sho~ in figures 18 and 19. The symbols
designate points where the msximum values were actually measured. At
other Mach numbers the values represented by the faired curve were
obtained by an extrapolation of the drag curves based on the measured

*
/values of C~ti and dCD dCL2. The relatively low values of (L/D)mu ‘

s
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and highvalues of CL for

drag of the fuselage.

NACA RM L50K16
.

(L/D)mu are both a reflection of the high
.*~

The
shown In

Static Stability

measured periods of oscillation of the singleof attack are
figure 20. Not many pokts are available f& model B because

of the difficulties encountere~ with the control system as mentioned
previously. The data converted to Cu for a center of gravity at ‘

—

u

12.4 percent of the mean aerodynamic chord are shown “h figure 21.
_..—

Above a Mach number of 1.0 some difference existed between models A --

and B, with model B exhibiting the greater stability. Further comments
on this point will be made subsequently In the discussion of the trim
characteristics. Model A indicated that C% for the complete airplsne

varies with lift coefficient below M = 0.92. The wtigless model.showed
nonlinearity at Mach numbers above 0.86.

Both models A and B showed the same tfie of variation of CM with -
.— -.

Mach number in the region where data were obtained for both models. The -
somewhat irregular variation with Mach number of the c% for models A

and B is apparently an effect of the ‘wingon the configuration because
C% for model C varies smoothly with Mach number.

h
S~btracting the..

values of c% for the winged and wingless models gives the total .. ._ _. ~

effect of the wing on the stability of the airplane. The result is
shown in figure 22 for the more rigid wing. For the genter-of-gravity
position wed the contribution of the wing itself to AC

%
should be

negative and the increment of AC
%’

caused by the wing downwash on the

tail will be positive. It is not possible to tell from”the data what
the relative magnitudes of the two effects ‘are. It is estimated that

-.—..

the AC%W due to the wing alone would be about -0,01 at subsonic

speeds-and about -0.02 at supersonic speeds.

By subtracting the ACmjA8” of the horizontal ta{l from the C% .: “’

of the wingless model the stability contribution of the fuselage @2%f

is obtained. The result is shown in figure 22. This Procedure assumes
that the downwash over the tail due to the fuselage d{ea -not change with
angle of attack. Because of the high tail @sition, this is probably a
fairly good approximation. me value of &l%f calculated from

reference 15 is 0.017 which shows good agreement.with~themeasured val~es.-” f
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The aerodynamic-center locations for the
. are shown in figure 23. Both models show the

number in the region where data were obtained

17

winged models A and B
same trends with Mach
for both models. The

aerodynamic center for model B was farther rearward thsm for model A
at Mac4 nwnbers above 1.0. The large values of dynamic pressure occurring
during the tests probably exaggerate the effects of wing flexibility
compared to the probable operating conditions for a full-size airplane
at the same Mach number.

.

The aerodynamic center for the wingless configuration varies around
an average position at about 200 percent of’the mean aerodynamic chord
or about 70 percent of the fuselage length from the nose. The fuselage
instability causes an average forward shift in aerodynamic center of
about 18 percent of the mesm aerodynamic chord on the complete
configuration.

The time reauired for

Damping in Pitch

the oscillations to dmp to one-half amplitude
is shown in figure 24(a) and the data converted to the damping fac-tir.

c% + C% ud corrected to a center of gravity at 12.4 percent of the
mesm aerodyrmmic chord for model B are shown in figure 24(b). The

● wingless configuration shows a damping factor that is nearly constant
with Mach number and exhibits some nonlbearity with lift coefficient
at subsonic speed. The winged configurations have damping factors that
are of roughly the ssme order of magnitude as those for the wingless
configuration but show considerable variation with Mach number,
particularly between M = O.gO and M = 1.05. Although the damping
factors

c%
+ cm are approximately equal for the winged and wingless

models, the actual damping of the ~scillations is considerably better for
the winged models (fig. 24(a)) because of the influence of the lift-
curve slope on the demping. This effect would occur on full-scale .
airplanes, the relative effect of the lift-curve slope depending on the
radius,of gyration (see reference 1).

Theoretical calculations of the damping of rectangular wings at
supersonic speeds are available in reference 1.2. The damping derivatives

c%
sadCO ~ were calculated for the wing alone and tail alone at

Mach numbers of 1.25 and 1.40 by use of this reference. For the wing
ad tail combination on models A and B the increments in the derivatives
due to the effect of the wing on the tail were added to the wing-alone
and tail-alone derivatives. A large negative increment b Cd 0CCU3XI

because of the downwash lag effect and a small positive increment in
.

c%
exists because of the downwash angle at the tail caused by the

1
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wing lift derivative CLq. For both calculations a value of ~ = 0.40

was assumed. The calculations indicated that at M =“1.25 thy C
%

of the wing alone”waspositive and larger than the negative Cm
q

of the

wing, resulting in a dynamically unstable wing at M = 1.25 for the
center of gravity of the tests. When the tail was placed behind the
wing the negative ~% caused by the downw%sh lag ov~rcompensated fo~

t$e ~ositive contributions of the tail alone and wing alone to C&,

resulting in a negative for the complete configuration.c%

s .
—

—

The calculations also showed that the C~ of the tail alone was
—

. small compared to the Cmq of the tail. The measured damping factor

Cm ~ for model C is therefore essentially the Cm+C.
q

of the tail,

wh;ch is the largest contribution to the pitch damping factor and which, .-
according to figure 2k(b), does not vary much with Mach number in the
range covered by the tests. Since the measured lift-curve slopes of the ....
tail are less than the theoretical, it might be expected that the measured
damping would be less than the theoretical. Figure 2~;(b)indicates this
to be the case for models A and B, but not for model C-. The measured . . .
values for all the models of course include--thedtipi~g contribution of
the fuselage which is not included in the theoretical-calculations. ‘“

—

h
The work h reference 12 indicatesthat the posit”ivevalues of

c% for the wing alone and tail alone increase with decreasing Mach

number at supersonic speeds. Also, the vmiations in static stability ‘
in the transonic region, figure 21,indicate that larg%”changes in . ._
downwash are probably occurring. Thus it is probable .~hatthe variations
with Mach number of the factor C

%
+ C& for the winged configurations

are caused by the %, term which could become positive under conditions

of small downwash.
.- —-

The differences in C + Cti between models A &d B are not
..- .-.

%
qec.essarilyattributable t-owing flexibility-but are rn~”reprob”ab-~”a
measure of the experimental accuracy of determining the.damping derivatives.
The primary reason is that for rocket models siinilarto those under
consideration the contribution of the C~ term to the dainpingis very

large and the factor
c%

i-c<
--

isthe difference bet;een two large , ..
quantities. Small errors in C~ or in T1/2 can therefore have a —

large effect on the values of Cm + C%. For models A and B the CLa-
q

term accounted for about two-thirds of the total aampirig,while for .
model C it accounted for’about one-third. Thus, the damping derivatives
for model C are probably numerical~”more accurate thin=for models A and B.

●
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Longitudinal Trim and Control Effectiveness
.

The trim lift coefficients and angles of attack are shown in
figure 25. The trim lift coefficients for model C are not shown because
they are very small (about iO.03) compared to those for models A and B
and have no great significance. The complete configuration (models A
and B) does not appear to have any large trim chsnges in the transonic
region. Model C indicated.a more or less abrupt trti change in both
lift coefficient and angle of attack between M = 0.$70 and M = 1.0.
This same type of change may or may not have occurred for the complete .
configuration; the number of trim points obtained in this region was
not sufficient to establish deftiitely the correct fairing of the curves.

It would be expected that the curves of C~- and ~ for b = 2.0°

would coincide for models A and B in the Mach number region where data
were obtained for both models. The curve for 5 = 2.0° for model B
was obtained by a linear interpolation from the measured values for
5 = -2.0° and 4.0°. The failure of the curves for models A and B to
coincide may he due to an error in measuring the elevator deflection
for either or both of the models or may be an indication of some non-
linearity in the variation of ~ and C% with elevator deflection.-.

Both the ~ rmd C% curves for model B indicate smaller
●

increments due to elevator deflection (Aa@A5 and AC
d)

Ab than for

model A in the region near a Mach number of 1.1 where the trim data
for the two models overlap. Stice the

w
A5 is equal to C

%Icmu
and the tail suxfaces were identical on the two models, the disagreement
between the two models is an indication of greater stability on model B.
This agrees with the “aerodynamic-centerdata in figure 23. Since the
two indications of stability were obtained independently of each other
in the reduction of the data, it appears that the &eater stability on
model B at M = 1.1 actmll.y existed and is not the result of errors
incurred in the data analysis.

The pitching-moment effectiveness of the elevator is shown in
figure 26. The all-movable tail provided an effectiveness which is

Ipractically constant with Mach”number. It is probable that the dCm db
df the elevator is nonlinear with elevator lift coefficient or deflection,
but this could not be determinellfrom the results because only two
elevator deflections were used on each model. The values shown in
figure 26 sre thus shown as incremental values

—
LC!#&5 and represent

average values over the elevator deflection range covered by the tests.
For this reason, agreement of the data for the three models is considered

.
good.

b
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Figure 27 presents the effectiveness of the elevator in changing
the trim lift coefficient of the ahplane. Since &!#A5 remains

-.
.

fairly constant with Mach number the decrease In AC ~~Ab with
d

increasing Mach number is caused by the increase in static stability.
The difference between the curves for the two models near M = 1.1

—

again indicates the greater stability of model B.

The pitching-moment coefficients at zero angle of”attack and zero .-

elevator deflection are shown ti figure 28. The magnitude of C% is

about the same for the winged smd wingless models, which indicates that
the C% is primarily due to the fuselage-tail combination. The

converging rear portion of the fuselage (fig. 1) would cause a downflow
over the tail end the drag of the horizontal and vertical tail surfaces
would cause a positive pitching moment. From the drag data h figure 16
this latter effect is calculated to be C% = 0.010 at M = 1.15 and

C% = 0.006 at M = 0.85, which are small compared to the values shown

in figure 28. Since the wing and fuselage are symmetrical about the
longitudinal axis the lift and thus the downwash due to lift should be
ze’roat zero sngle of attack. The elevator deflection required to trim the ~
model at zero angle of attack should therefore be equal to the downwash
at the tail which is producing the major part of the c%. These values

of downwash angle are shown in figure 29. Apparently this downwash angle “ .* .<
is caused almost entirely by the fuselage, the angle being approximate~
1° at subsonic speeds and @ at supersonic speeds. The different
variations with Mach number of the C% and 60 curves for models B ‘–

and C in the region between M =.0.90 and M = 1.00 is not necessarily
attributable to the wing. As stated previomly, the trim data for model B
(from which, C% ~d co are determined) were not complete enough in

this Mach number region to establish the correct fairi~ of the curves. .
Since the C% =d CO are apparently caused mainly by the fuselage

shape, it is probable that a variation with Mach number such as that shown
for model C between M = 0.90 and M = 1.00 would be-obtained for the
complete configuration if tire trim data were available. .

CONCLUSIONS

Flight tests of rocket-propelled models “(withand.without
of an airplane configuration having thin unswept
horizontal tails of aspect ”ratio3 indicated-the

tapered wings
wings)
and

following conclusions:
.

●

✎✎
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1. The var&tion of lift coefficient with angle of attack was
nonlinear in the tra.nsonicregion. The variation of the lift-curve
slopes with Mach number was fairly small and gradual. ,-

2. The portion of the wing area enclosed within the fuselage may
be considered fully effective h producing lift on this configuration.

3. An apparent reduction in lift effectiveness of the all-movable
horizontal tail as compared to that of the wing occurred throughout
the speed range; this reduction was probably caused by chordwise gaps
at the root.

4. Buffeting of the model occurred at high subsonic speeds at
lift coefficients a little below the maximum lift coefficient.

5. The minimm drag of the fuselage &s about half’~f the drag 4
of this configuration. The drag-rise Mach number was about O.gO for
the configuration. The minimum drag of the wing was only a small part— —
of the minimum drag of the complete–

6. The variation of drag with
the resultant aerodynamic forces on
normal to the chord lines.

configuration.

lift coefficient indicated that
the wing snd tail were approximately

7. The static stability of the complete configuration varied with
lift coefficient at subsonic speeds. The somewhat irregular variation
of static stability with Mach number is apparently an effect of the
wing on the configuration.

8. The damping factor for the wingless configuration was practi-
cally invariant with Mach number. Addition of the wing caused the
damping factor to have rather large variations with Mach nunber in the
transonic region.

9. The converging resr portion of the fuselage caused a downflow
over the tail which becsme greater as the Mach number increased.

Langley Aeronautical Laboratory
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics

Langley Field, Vs..
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TABIE I

FUEiELAGEHOSEAND TAIL

NACA RM L50K16
.

.

ORDINATES .

●

(:.) (:. )
0.168

0.%0 ,u%?
.122 .210
.245 .224
.480 .294
■735 ●39
1.225 .462
2.000 .639
2.450 ●735
4.800 1.2h5
7.3% l.pl
8.000 1.849
9.800 2●155
1.2.2’30 2.p5
13.125 2.608
14.375 2.7k7
14●700 2.785
17.1!50 3.010
19,600 3.220
22.071 3.385
2k.m 3.m

—— .-.— —

TABLE II

MODELMASSCHARACTERISTICS

.-.

-.

—

.-.

Center-of-gravity
Weight

Model (lb) (Sll$ftq
location

(percentM.A.C.)

A’ 1.26.o 8.91
.

12.4
B 107.0 10.87 -4.6
c 88.8 10.03 E*3

e--- -**-- .—
~ ‘“’

. .. . —.

. .
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(a) Model A.

Figure 3.- Models tested.
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